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Abstract: The solid modeling of special-shape spring is important to improve production 
efficiency of spring coiler. However, how to describe and represent its spatial 
shape is difficult because there is various special-shape spring with complex 
spatial shape. Consequently, the 3D modeling and visualization of special-
shape spring is not easy to implement. The paper presents a solution to this 
problem. First, we extract four kinds of elementary shape feature and define 
their data structure respectively using feature technology. The special-shape 
spring may regarded as the combination of different elementary shape features. 
The dynamic linked lists are employed to record the position relation between 
them. Then, this article studies the 3D modeling methods of special-shape 
spring based on OpenGL. The emphasis is the discretization of the spring solid 
surface. Last, the high reality solid modeling is created with C++ Builder. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Spring is one kind of basic mechanical parts used widely. The shapes of 
spring is quite different\ thus it formed various special-shape spring with 
complex spatial shape. Along with the development of computer technology, 
the solid modeling technology is playing more and more important role in 
the product design and manufacture process. Currently there are some papers 
have discussed the solid modeling for compression spring with simple shape 
'̂̂ . But all these 3D modeling of spring in these papers depends on some 

commercial 3D modeling software. Although these software can create solid 
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modeling satisfactorily, but there are still some limitations in the application 
of these software, such as expensive cost, inconvenient operation and high 
specialization. Therefore, these software is unsuitable for the design and 
manufacture of special-shape spring. 

In fact, it is a difficult task to express the spatial shape information of 
special-shape spring with uniform format especially for it's complex coil end. 
Consequently, there is no related papers which have discussed the solid 
modeHng of special-shape spring at present. So the effective representation 
of special-shape is indispensable to its solid modeling. In this paper, a 
solution to the solid modeling of special-shape spring is proposed and 
implemented by feature-based technology. Firstly, four kinds of elementary 
shape feature are extracted in terms of spring shape feature. The spatial 
shape of the special-shape spring is described with these elementary shape 
features. Then using OpenGL and C++ Builder, the solid modeling for 
special-shape spring is researched. 

2. REPRESENTATION OF SPATIAL SHAPE OF 
SPECIAL-SHAPE SPRING 

(a) column (b)tcrus 

(c)helix (d)bender 

Figure /.Definition of elementary shape feature 

The shape feature is a basic unit to form mechanism parts. Therefore, the 
special-shape spring may regarded as the combination of different shape 
feature"̂ . There are four kinds of elementary shapes abstracted from the 
special-shape spring, including helix, torus, bender and column. Figure 1 
shows the definition and expression of these four elementary shape features. 
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The elementary shape feature is not only the abstraction of the shape but also 
the representation of the spring coiling, because each of these features 
correspond one coiling method. Each of these elementary shape features is 
defined by two vertexes and direction vector. The vertex is the connection 
points between two different elementary shape feature. The end vertex of the 
previous elementary shape feature is the start vertex of next one. By using 
this kind of connection relations, different elementary shape features can be 
assembled one by one and whole spring spatial shape information can be 
generated finally. 

In order to describe and manage the spring shape information, the data 
structure of elementary shape feature is defined as follows: 

©struct FeatureBase //data structure of elementary shape feature 
{ 
enum {line,circle,spring,bender} type; //type of elementary shape feature 
VERTEX *start_point; //start vertex 
VECTOR *start_vector; // direction vector of start vertex 
VERTEX *end_point; // end vertex 
VECTOR *end_vector; //direction vector of end vertex 
VERTEX * start jposition;//global coordinates of start vertex 
VERTEX *endjposition; //global coordinates of end vertex 
HELIX *helixbody; // shape parameter of helix 
float angle__plane;//the angle between the two planes which the 

//elementary shape feature is located 
struct FeatureBase *next; //pointer of next elementary shape feature 
}; 
©Struct VERTEX //data structre of vertex position 
{ 
float x,y,z; //coordinates of vertex 
}; 
©struct VECTOR //data structure of vector 
{ 
float nx,ny,nz; //coordinates of vector 

©struct HELIX //data structre of helix 
{ 
char direction; //direction of rotation 
float num; //number of coil 
float bot_radius; //bottom radius of helix 
float top_ radius; //top radius of helix 
float start_pitch; //start pitch of helix 
float end__pitch; //end pitch of helix 
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}; 

3. THE 3D MODELING OF SPECIAL-SHAPE 
SPRING 

OpenGL used simple geometry unit to generate complex solid. Therefore, 
it is need to disperse the spring solid surface into a series of slices colored by 
OpenGL in the modeling of spring. One spring coil can be divided into small 
segment of n, then every small segment is dispersed as equal points. The 
triangle planes which OpenGL can filled and colored are constructed using 
these equality points. Many these triangle planes are put together according 
to the sequence and high reality solid modeling can be obtained finally. 

X 

Figure 2. Discretization of spring solid surface 

As shown in Fig. 2, in a global coordinate system OXYZ , 5 is a part of 
Ath coil centric line of a right screw spring which spiral angle is 9. o. and 

0.̂ 1 is section center respectively, and their projection in the XOY plane is 

o. and o.̂ j .The part between o. and o.̂ j called zth segment when one coil 

is divided with step length of Aa . Taking o. as origin and establishing local 

coordinate system, x axis is parallel to Oo. and z axis is paraller to normal 

vector of section. The o. global coordinate is: 

X. = R cos a .y.^R^ma, z. =(i/n + k)h (where, 7? is radius of spring, h 

is pitch, (Z = /*A(Z,/=0,1,2,...). 
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In xoy plane, the circumference of section circle is divided into a series 
of points with step length A/? started from point {d 12 , 0)(where,d is 
diameter of wire). The relationship between the global coordinates 
(X, 7, Z) and local coordinates (x, y, z) of the points in the circumference 
is as follows: 
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In the Eq.(l), (xQ^y^.z^) is the global coordinates of the origin, and the 

coefficient matrix is composed by direction cosine between the two 
coordinate system, the rest may be deduced by analogy. 

As shown in Fig. 2, supposing P. isyth point in the circumference, it's 

local coordinates is ((d/2)cos fi,(d/2)s'm/^,0) (where,/?= y *Ay )̂. Using 
the Eq. (1), the global coordinates of this point(p ,̂/>^^p ) may be obtain as: 

p.^ = -(R + (d / 2)cos J3)s'ma -[- (d / 2)sin ̂  sind cosa 

P.y = (R •{• (d / 2)cos j3)cosa + (d / 2)sm J3 s'mds'ma 

Pj^ =(d/2)smj3cos0 + (i/n-hk)h 

In order to obtain high sense of reality, it is necessary to calculate the 
normal vector of the disperse points. Because these points are located in the 
circumference of section circle, therefore the normal vector of the point 
equates the vector from the centre of a circle to this point. If the local unit 
normal vector of point Pj is (cos /?, sin yff, 0), then the global unit normal 

vector V.{Vj^,Vj^,V.J\s: 

Vj^ =sin>Scosasin^-cos>ffsinci: 

V.y =coSyffcosci: + sin/?sinasin^ 

Vj^ =siny5cos^ 

Using the similar method, point Pj and vector Vj in another section 
circumference which correspond to the point Pj and vector Vj can be 
calculated. When these corresponding points is obtained, the helix curved 
surfaces are created using the continual small pieces of triangle surface, then 
the high reality solid modeling can generated by adding the illumination and 
material quality. The column and torus which compose special-shape spring 
also can be divided into small pieces of triangle surface. As a result, the solid 
modeling of whole spring is created. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXAMPLES 

After obtaining the shape parameter, the paper creates the solid modeling 
of special-shape spring using OpenGL under the C++ Builder 6.0 
environment. Fig. 3 shows a solid modeling of spring. 
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Figure 3. Solid modeling of special-shape spring 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The advanced manufacture technology not only requires the blueprint, 
but also needs 3D model to describe products. This paper studies spatial 
shape representation and solid modeling of special-shape spring. The 
characteristics and contributions of the research includes (1) extracting four 
kinds of spring shape features and defining their data structure, (2) providing 
the complete shape information of spring with dynamic linked list which 
records the assemble process of different elementary shape features, 
(3)creating the solid modeling of spring, and (4)the system provides a sound 
foundation for the visual design and CNC coiling of special-shape spring. 
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